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LIGER seeks to build a utility of choice for the Of�ine and Online Casinos, Online Fantasy 
Sports  and Sports Betting using the Blockchain technology.

 Establish as preferred mode of payment: LIGER seeks to establish itself as 
 the preferred mode of payment for Of�ine and Online Casinos, Fantasy Sports and Live 
 Sports Betting Websites. The role that LIGER envisages for it self is in wide acceptance
 across merchants leading to increased demand at the Exchanges.

 Launch its own Of�ine and Online Casinos and Fantasy Sports websites: LIGER will 
 acquire and run 3 - 5 fully owned Of�ine Casinos. LIGER also plans to part lease tables in 
 existing Of�ine Casinos to run its own games.

 Acceptance Across Of�ine Casinos Liger will ensure that all the major players in the 
 Of�ine Casino space accept the Liger Tokens as a mode of payment for Gaming. Liger 
 users will be incentivized for using the Liger Tokens through exclusive promotions.

 Drive traf�c to the Casinos through special promotions for the Community 
 members in all Of�ine Casinos accepting LIGER. This will provide the holders an option 
 to use LIGER at a wide array of Service Providers across the globe.

 Decentralize the marketplace completely and do away with the Intermediaries. LIGER 
 Community users (Gamers / Service Providers) will be able to do a peer to peer exchange 
 of content against LIGER Tokens. LIGER will actively support a direct contact between 
 the two.

 Use SMART CONTRACTS on the Ethereum platform and Blockchain technology to 
 maintain complete transparency and fairness in the pay-outs and gaming outcome.

 Build trust between the Gamer and  the  Service  Provider.  Currently, the biggest gainer 
 sin the betting Industry are the Bookmakers. They make money through the losses 
 incurred by their clients. These losses are then divided amongst the Service Providers 
 and the Bookmakers. Liger, through its unique Staking mechanism completely 
 democratizes the Marketplace.  Token holders are free to choose to play �For� or �Against� 
 the Casino.

 Liger also brings the thrill of Of�ine live gaming to your hand held device. Liger allows 
 the Token Holders to place bets on live tables at the Casino and watches the tables and 
 deals from the comfort of their home.
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We sincerely request you to read the LIGER Whitepaper in its entirety. Each prospect 
should read the entire text of the Whitepaper.
We reiterate that the Risk factors should be read in detail to ensure that you understand 
the potential 'Risk�Reward Ratio' before you make an informed choice.

Expert Advice
At the cost of being repetitive, we recommend that each and every doubt that you have 
after going through the Whitepaper, should be clari�ed with the relevant experts in the 
�eld of Cryptoassets or otherwise. Please appreciate that this is relatively new 
technology and hence that one should read with caution while contributing to assist 
she potential highs and lows.

Legal details
To the best of the know ledge of the Authors of this Whitepaper, it contains information 
and details incompliance of the applicable laws, rules and regulations of the land, 
including, but not restricted to the Companies Acts, The Securities and Futures Act and 
the Financial Advisors Acting so far as they are pertinent or can provide guidance.

This Whitepaper is issued by the LIGER Team and has been prepared in respect of the 
issue of and subscription of the liger tokens and subsequent enlistment of the same 
under the various Cryptoasset Exchanges. The Whitepaper is vetted and approved by 
the existing share holders and the Board of the LIGER Platform.
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It is my pleasure to present the Whitepaper in respect to LIGER crypto tokens as the 
utility currency for Online and Of�ine Casinos, Sports Betting & Fantasy Sports 
Websites.

We intend the offer to be in line with the global best practices and announce with 
complete responsibility that the entire team has under taken a thorough study and 
evaluation of the existing and impending best practices before arriving at the agreed 
principles and way forward.

As an integral part of the entire structure described in the Whitepaper, we are striving 
every minute of our waking time to transform ourselves in to a global leader in 
corporate governance practices, very high competency levels and state of the art 
technology providers to create the ecosystem that we seek to create.

 LIGER's initiative in this endeavor our, is directed towards building a robust and 
 seamless utility that transforms the �Gaming Industry' and eliminates all the inter 
 me diaries along with providing a risk free, transparent and User Centric 
 Ecosystem.

 We also intend to �include' the under privileged sections of the society throughout �
 digital inclusion 'that treats every individual equally and embraces harmony.

 Reliable and ef�cient access and inter action are the key to the growth of the� 
 Gaming Industry' and we seek to create a �WIN�WIN' utility for all associated with 
 the industry.

 We seek to contribute signi�cantly to the growth of this industry and get the 
 activities under the ambit of the �Organized Industry' to help the legitimate ones 
 grow bigger and enable the GDP growth driven through this while eliminating the  
 Intermediary�s to the extent that we can.

This Whitepaper has attempted to detail the prospects in as much detail as possible. I 
sincerely request you to go through the entire content in general and the Risk Factors 
in particular to assess the opportunities and associated risks before participating.
I hereby welcome you to the LIGER family and reiterate our commitment of 
transparency, innovation and technological leadership in the new world of crypto 
tokens.

FRANCIS

CEO’s

MESSAGE
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We hereby declare that all the contents of the Whitepaper have been allowed only after 
a careful scrutiny by the Board. The contents are in line with the applicable and 
foreseeable regulations as per the Securities and Futures Acts, Money Laundering Acts, 
Terrorist Finance Regulations and I as the Co-Founder take full responsibility for the 
accuracy of all such information furnished in this Whitepaper

We certify that there are no acts of �omission or commission' in this Whitepaper with 
regard to the data furnished, the content otherwise and no attempts have been made 
to mislead the reader in terms of the technologies or contents of the Whitepaper. While 
the laws and regulations are still ambiguous, all possible attempts have been made to 
source and provide information as deemed necessary to the reader to appraise him / 
her to take an informed decision after ascertaining all the �pros' and �cons' of the 
Blockchain technology, LIGER utility ,the industries that the utility seeks to service.

About the Board
On behalf of all of us, we con�rm that none of us in our individual capacity or otherwise, 
has ever been charged or convicted in any acts of bankruptcy, liquidation or any other 
regulatory prohibitions. As co-founders (as detailed in the Team section) we take full 
ownership of the accuracy of the information provided in the entire Whitepaper limited 
in so far as the contents mentioned about the LIGER Platform and the details furnished 
under the same to the extent of the responsibility of the Board as underlines in the 
Company's Act.

We also declare that the Whitepaper also contains all the information as prescribed by 
the law with regard to LIGER though the information contained in this Whitepaper is 
not limited to the content alone on those terms. Extensive efforts have been made to 
source information and data that was deemed pertinent to make the prospective 
contributor knowledgeable and aware.

PRATYUSH

CO-FOUNDER’s

MESSAGE
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Since the beginning of civilization, Betting and Wagering has always been a favorite 
pastime. Through a natural process of evolution, it is now a structured and very large 
Industry. Casinos are a great source of entertainment for mankind now. New games, 
shows, food and beverages add to the attraction of Casinos. With the advent of the 
Internet, Online Gaming and Fantasy Sports and Live Sports Betting have also taken on 
and are growing at a very fast clip.

Understanding the Competition
With multiple Service Providers competing for the attention of the Better, there is a 
huge competition in the sector. Intermediaries like Casino Tourism Companies, SEO's, 
Bookies have evolved in the current scenario to draw Betters to Casinos. This 
development however, has impacted the trust factor between the Casino owners and 
Betters negatively.

Gaining Trust
LIGER seeks to use the �tamper proof� Blockchain technology to bring the �Trust factor� 
back between the Service Provider / Merchant and the Better. LIGER�s objective is to 
make Betting safe, transparent and intermediary free. LIGER seeks to build a large 
community of Betters and Service Providers who use the LIGER Crypto currency for 
peer to peer transfer of content.
The LIGER functionalities are designed and enabled in such a way that establishes one 
to one contacts amongst the User, Service Provider and potential adopter. Each 
stakeholder gets rewarded through a series of authenticated online contractual 
obligations getting ful�lled.

Creating an Ecosystem
LIGER will use the Ethereum Blockchain technology to develop its Ecosystem. Since 
the Blockchain technology is typically managed by peer-to-peer networking with each 
adhering to a protocol for validation of each fresh transaction, it provides for secure and 
instant transaction between the �payee� and �payer�. It also opens up possibilities of 
growing and sharing the bounty for every community member at each step of the 
Community and business growth through the unique Staking and Token Burning 
mechanism undertaken in the Liger Business Model. 

INTRODUCTION
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5.1. LACK OF TRUST 
The Wagering and Gaming Industry suffers from an absence of direct contact between 
the Gamer and the Service Provider today. Bookmakers / Casino Tourism Companies 
are the biggest bene�ciaries in the current scenario. They draw the Gamer to the 
Casino and become the controller of outcome of the games. Bookmaker�s revenues are 
driven by losing bets of the players. The losses are shared between the Casino and the 
Bookies with the latter making as much as 40% as �Losing Commission�.
In the Online Betting space too, there is no clear visibility of the odds to the players. The 
owners do not disclose the complete size of pots, number of participants leading to a 
lack of transparency. The Gamer does not trust the Casino in terms of the fairness of 
outcome in both the Of�ine and Online Betting space.

5.2. INCLUSION OF GAMERS FROM RESTRICTED GEOGRAPHIES
There are large geographies where betting is illegal. Players from such locations travel 
to the countries and play in the Of�ine Casinos. The challenge for such players is fund 
transfer. Credit cards have small daily spend limits and transactions made in Casinos 
through the cards could be reported to the Government of the country where the 
customer comes from.
Onshore fund transfers are also closely monitored by the Regulators. Such clients 
struggle to play to the extent of their wish even in countries where betting is legal.

5.3. HIGH COST OF TRANSACTION
Casinos use the conventional payment gateways. The entire process of payment 
authentication and disbursement is cumber some and has multiple steps. With each 
step of authorization attracting a fee, the cost fusing such POS becomes very high for 
the Service Providers.

5.4. LOW ACCEPTANCE OF CRYPTOCURRENCY AT THE MERCHANTS
It is accepted now that crypto currencies developed on the Blockchain Technology are 
safe. Crypto currencies are available on Exchanges adequately. However, there is very 
low acceptance of crypto currencies at merchant.
The crypto currencies are used primarily for trading. There is a need to create demand 
for crypto currencies to increase its prices up on the Exchange. Driving crypto currency 
us age to acquire product / services Is absent at a merchant level.

PROBLEM

STATEMENT
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5.5. CONCERN UPON FINANCIAL FRAUDS
Users abstain from exploring sites / indulging in the usage of credit cards due to the 
fear of �nancial frauds. Several cases of un-authorized withdrawals / usage by the 
hackers who replicate the data of the cards being used for such transactions have been 
reported. The merchants / service providers need to invest heavily on software to thwart 
the threat of hackers altering the process �ows in their operating software developed 
up on less robust platforms.

5.6. SPEED AND CONVENIENCE
Transactions through plastic money often require layers of con�rmation. The 
settlement time for the Service Providers is also high. There is a dire need to reduce the 
TAT in all transactions for both the users as well as the service providers.

5.7. CREDIT RATING
Gaming is perceived as a negative with the Financial Institutions of the day. Every swipe 
of a Credit Card at a Gaming site /Casino comes with a negative credit point irrespective 
of the timeliness of settlement.

5.8. EXCESSIVE VOLATILITY/MINIMAL PRICE MOVEMENT AT THE EXCHANGE
With a high volatility at the Exchanges, Token holders are scared of Market Movers.  At 
the same time, Token holders are caught in the dilemma of holding on to or selling 
their Tokens with spikes in prices. This leads to limiting the possibility of long term 
holding by ICO participants.
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LIGER is the solution all the above mentioned concerns of the users and service 
providers.

6.1. LIGER �FEATURES
LIGER will be generated on the Ethereum Blockchain using the ERC20 Token Interface. 
It will be positioned for merchant acceptance across Online and Of�ine Casinos & 
Online Fantasy Sports and Sports Betting.

LIGER will use SMART CONTRACTS to offer Stakes and Burn a portion of the Tokens 
corresponding to the Casino Wins.

Technical pro�ciency and a complete end to end process mapping through an 
ef�cient and cohesive team is at the core of a decentralized set up that LIGER seeks to 
establish. 

THE PRODUCT

PROPOSITION

-LIGER
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6.2. COMPARISON TO COMPETITION

PARAMETERS LIGER
OTHER

CRYPTO-
CURRENCIES

CONVENTIONAL
BANKING 
SYSTEM

SPEED & COST

ACCEPTANCE

EASE OF USAGE

BENEFITS

BEING ON THE 
WINNING SIDE

Real Time 
Transactions. Option 
of immediate 
merchant settlement 
at the Exchanges. 
Negligible cost of 
settlement due to 
direct monetization at 
the Exchanges.

Transactions are time 
consuming. The most 
popular one, BITCOIN 
takes hours at times.

Transactions have 
multiple layers of 
authentication. The 
merchant settlement 
cycle takes minimum 
24 hours. Higher cost 
of transaction for the 
merchant.

High acceptance. The 
LIGER team will have 
tie ups across the 
physical Casinos for 
acceptance of LIGER 
through POS. Multiple 
tie ups in the Online 
space will ensure the 
usability of LIGER at 
such websites to buy / 
access content.

Negligible acceptance 
at the Physical 
Casinos. Very few 
merchants are 
accepting BITCOINS. 
Acceptance at Online 
merchants for 
cryptocurrency for 
purchase is limited to 
very few websites only.

High Acceptance. 
Preferred mode of 
payment across 
Online and Offline 
merchants.

Very easy to use. LIGER 
wallets will be integrated 
to the POS installed. 
Liger users will have the 
facility of participation in 
live Casino games using 
their hand-held devices.

Difficult to use to buy 
services / content. 
POS integration 
absent in most cases.

Highly accepted and 
the preferred mode of 
transaction in the 
current scenario 
across merchants / 
service providers.

LIGER users will get 
incentives in the form 
of extra chips in 
Offline and Online 
Casinos. LIGER users 
will also be 
incentivized in the 
Fantasy Sports 
websites.

NONE NONE

Liger will offer the Token 
holder an option to be on 
the Casino’s side for bets.

Not Available Not Available
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6.3. USER BENEFITS
The following are the derived advantages of LIGER.

6.3.a. Unique Staking Mechanism
LIGER shall be developing and designing the games on the Blockchain Technology. 
This will assure the gamers of fairness of outcome both in the Online as well as Of�ine 
space. Liger Token Holders will be free to play �For� or �Against� the Casino through the 
unique Staking mechanism.

6.3.b. Long term Asset creation
LIGER provides the assurance of Asset backing in the form of Of�ine Casinos that it 
owns to the Token Holders. With Liger, the assurance of association with a successful 
business model is complete.

6.3.c. Speed
LIGER will ensure an easy to use wallet with immediate exchange on all the major 
crypto currency exchanges to ensure that TAT is never a concern for the LIGER users.
Since all the settlements will be automated, there will be no delay in getting the 
Winning Tokens credited to the Token Holder�s wallet.

6.3.d. Live Gaming Experience through Liger App
LIGER will facilitate participation in live gaming tables through the Liger App. It will 
allow the Gamer to bet on live Casino tables from the comforts of his home. The bets 
will be visible to the player on the app.

6.3.e. Club Facilities and Special Offers
LIGER Gold and Platinum Members will have access to exclusive, niche, top of the line 
facilities in the top most clubs. The LIGER Gold and Platinum Members will be 
pampered with a preferential treatment in each of the empanelled clubs with exclusive 
access to entertainment customized for the preferred clients in these clubs.
They will also �nd special price sand discounts for the services offered in each of these 
clubs. There will be special lounges / gaming zones with customized content only for 
the LIGER preferred users.

6.3.f. Credit Ratings
Gamers face a challenge in maintaining their credit scores due to the Financial 
Institutions viewing their spends in Casinos in a poor light. With Liger, the usage is 
completely anonymous and the Gaming Enthusiasts have no fear of Negative credit 
ratings based on the Bank's perception the  Gaming and Wagering Industry.
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6.4. SERVICE PROVIDER BENEFITS
The Service Providers will be drawn towards the acceptance of LIGER as a preferred 
Cryptoasset due to the following advantages:

6.4.a. Speed of Settlement
The LIGER team will ensure speedy settlements between the User and the Merchants 
as they would not have to undergo the cumbersome conventional process of 
settlement through banks. The entire start to settlement cycle will be under one node 
under this mechanism and will be simultaneous and seamless making the TAT virtually 
non-existent.

6.4.b. Driving Traf�c
The unique LIGER app feature that enables the Gamers to bet on live gaming tables 
enables the Casino to reach High Rollers across geographies as Liger facilitates the 
merger of Of�ine and Online functionality.

6.4.c.Ease of Reach
The Merchants will get the opportunity to share their offerings directly to the potential 
User using the LIGER website as the base of LIGER holders will be the perfect Target 
Group for the promotion of their offerings both in the online as well as of�ine space.

www.ligercoin.com



USE CASES OF

LIGER TOKENS
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STAKING & BURNING

OF LIGER TOKENS

7.1

Liger will allow Token Holder to Stake their Tokens to play for the Casino against the 
other Gamers. 

The winning amount of the Casino will be distributed to the Stakers in the ratio of their 
contributions. This will facilitate long � term holding of Tokens. 

A part of the winning Tokens will be burnt and to keep reducing the overall number of 
Tokens thus, helping the Token prices move up.

The Stakes allowed are not in�nite and derived upon the frozen �Margin of Safety� as per 
the formulae built into the system  -

www.ligercoin.com

In order to encourage a long term holding of Liger Tokens and let them create wealth 
for the ICO participants, the Tokens work hard and generate returns for the 
contributors. Real time returns are computed and distributed to them through a 
SMART CONTRACT. The Staking ROI  calculation is  appended  -

((((β*90)+(γ*90))/2)*1.2)-α
θ =  (β*δ/100)*[ ]

ζ
*

θ = Max. Stake Allowed. α :Liger Cash Reserves from ICO & BANK ROLL (On actuals); β :Average bankroll of liger in the last 3 months (On 

actuals); γ :Highest bankroll day amount (On actuals); δ :Average day winning (On actuals); ε :Day end winning = β*(δ/100); ζ :Safety 

markup at 20% = (((β*90)+(γ*90))/2)*1.2; η :Stake required to be collected (ζ-α).

*

(( - )*90) ξ Ο

{[(((β*90)+(γ*90))/2)]*1.2}-α
X 4ROI % = **

 : Future growth reserve @20% ( );  : Opex=( *0.35);  : Tax provision @ 30% = -( + )*0.3;  : Net Retention = ( - - - );  : Liger Team ι θ*0.20 Κ θ λ θ ι Κ μ θ ι Κ λ ν

Incentive @ 5% = ( *0.05);  : Daily payout before burning = ( - ); : Burning ( *1/100)μ ξ μ ν  Ο ξ

**



LIVE GAMING

THROUGH

LIGER APP

7.2

LIGER will also facilitate greater participation of Gamers who will be able to place their 
bets without having to come into the Casinos through the Live Betting feature.

LIGER will allow Token holders to participate in Live Casino bets in the Of�ine space. The 
Token holder will be able to bet on such table irrespective of the geographies they are 
in. The unique integration feature will ensure that the Token holders will be able see the 
deals live on the Liger Mobile App.

The settlements will be through the blockchain and hence be real time.

www.ligercoin.com

Bets & Winning settled through 
Blockchain.

Live deals seen on mobile app.

Of�ine Casino Table

Liger
User



OFF LINE CASINO

TIE UP

7.3

LIGER will tie-up with Of�ine Casinos to accept LIGER Tokens as a preferred mode of 
payment. 

LIGER will install POS at all such Casinos where all crypto currencies will be accepted. 
The LIGER user in all such Casinos will be incentivized with extra chips. Such offers will 
ensure higher footfalls to the tied-up Casinos. This will also increase the demand for 
LIGER at the Exchanges leading to higher values.

LIGER POS

CASINO

Buys Chips for $ 100 using Liger

Buys Chips for $ 100 using Other Crypto Currency

Buys Chips for $ 100 using Credit Card / Cash

Gets $ 100 worth of Casino Chips

Gets $ 100 worth of Casino Chips

GETS WORTH OF CASINO CHIPS$ 120 
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LIGER’s OWN

OFFLINE CASINOS

& PART LEASED

CASINOS

7.4

LIGER will acquire 3-5 Of�ine Casinos and run them. All such Casino games will also be 
designed on the Blockchain. LIGER will also part lease tables at some casinos and run 
its own games.

Part of the Tokens that the Casino wins will be burnt to eliminate them from circulation 
thus, increasing the Token values.

LIGER CASINO

BETS
WINNING

BETS
WINNING

BETS
WINNING

CASINO
WINNING

SMART
CONTRACT
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TIED-UP ONLINE

CASINOS & FANTASY

SPORTS WEBSITES

7.5

All the leading websites in the Gaming and Fantasy Sports space will be tied up for 
LIGER acceptance. All LIGER users will be incentivized through extra chips / content by 
such online Merchants. 

LIGER holders will �nd Multiple merchants in the online space that not only accept 
LIGER, but also provide incentives to the LIGER users.

ONLINE
CASINO

ONLINE
FANTASY SPORTS

Buys Chips for
$ 100 using Liger.

Gets Worth$ 120 
Of Casino Chips.

Places 5 bets
using Liger.

Gets
 bets.6

LIGER USER

Buys Chips for
$ 100 using Liger.

Gets Worth$100 
Of Casino Chips.

Places 5 bets
using Liger.

Gets
5 bets.

CREDIT CARD
USER
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LIGER’S OWN

ONLINE CASINOS

& FANTASY SPORTS

WEBSITES

7.6

LIGER will launch its own Online Casinos and Fantasy Sports Websites. Initially, it will be 
through white labels. Subsequently, the games will be developed in house and be 
designed on the Blockchain. LIGER Online Casinos and Fantasy Sports websites will 
also incentivize the LIGER users and give them more value for money.

SMART CONTRACT will be built into the system to trigger a Burning of Tokens to 
maintain the stability of Token prices and market capitalization. These Tokens will be 
burnt to eliminate them from circulation.

Bets

Bets

Winning

Winning

LIGER
CASINO

Bets

Winning

Bets

Bets

Winning

Winning

Bets

Winning

LIGER FANTASY SPORTS
WEBSITE.
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THE BUSINESS

MODEL - LIGER’S

BLUE OCEAN

STRATEGY
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Every successful business has always created a differentiation through identifying the 
emerging trends proactively and developing the businesses in line with these trends.

Using the technological advancements to create differentiated products and services 
is the core of all successful ventures right from Alibaba to Microsoft to Apple. Creating 
compatibility and hence customer loyalty through a supportive ecosystem is the key.

True to our promise of decentralising the entire Gaming space, Liger provides the 
option to the Token holder to be on a side that he / she chooses.

Token Holders can use the Liger Tokens to play games across tied up/leased/Liger 
owned Casinos or stake their Tokens to the Casinos to be on the Casino�s side.
With this initiative, Liger democratises the entire Gaming sphere. The Token holder is 
now assured of the �Fairness of outcome� as he / she is free to choose to play for or 
against the Casino. 

The Staking returns are computed on the Casino�s pro�tability and distributed back to 
the Token holders that stake their tokens. There is no requirement of any physical 
presence of the Token holders in the Casinos and they can contribute their stakes 
through their handheld devices for the de�ned period. The quantity of staked Tokens is 
visible to the holder as �Stake Funds� in his wallet. 

The unique Staking mechanism allows the contributors to hold on to their Tokens and 
avoids the �dumping� of Tokens in the market lending a stability to the Liger Token 
prices. It also aids the participants to make their Tokens work and provide them returns 
as they hold them generating constant liquidity and utility for the non-gamers that 
come into the ambit of Liger ICO contributors.

Liger helps the Token holders to always be on the Winning side � either by incentivising 
them if they are Gamers or by staking their Tokens in case they believe in the age-old 
dictum that the �Casino always Wins�! 

Liger uses the Blockchain technology to compute the stakes, prepare the reserve, pay-
out for the Stakeholders. This gives the entire process the transparency it needs along 
with the speed that the SMART CONTRACTS offer.

Liger also provides the unique experience of being able to participate in Real time 
Casino tables from the con�nes of one�s own space. Liger makes Of�ine Gaming Online 
for its Token Holder as they can bet through their smart phones and the same is 
integrated in the blockchain for him / her not only for betting, but also to experience the 
thrill of it through being able to view the live deals and cards as the game goes on at the 
Of�ine Casino somewhere far away.

www.ligercoin.com



MARKET

ANALYSIS
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Approximately 
$200 Billion.

To touch $100 Billion 
in the coming 5 years.

Relatively small now 
but growing at a 
rapid pace. US and 
Canada by 
themselves are at
$56 million.

Set to grow 
@ 6.8% CAGR. 

Growing at Double
Digit CAGR. 

Growing at a double 
digit CAGR of more 
than 25%.

Gross Gambling 
yield of Great 
Britain alone was 
close to 14 Billion 
pounds.

Remote gambling 
(Online) is the largest 
sector and has been 
regulated by GBR 
since November, 
2014.

9 Million new users 
between 2013 and 
2015 have entered 
this space.

The gross win 
amount was 
around $ 450 
Million in 2016.

Top 10% of the 
Companies 
contribute to around 
67% of the overall 
turnover.

51% of the players 
have an average 
household income 
of $75,000.

Count of Casinos 
North America � 
2744. Central & 
South America � 
552.
Asia � 308; 
Africa � 202; 
Oceania � 609.
Europe � 2703.

Some of the top 
players are: - William 
Hill.
Paddy Power.
Amaya Gaming 
Group. Playtech.
BeVair.

Annual average 
spend for players 
(18+) is $556.

Of�ine Gaming 
(Physical Casinos)

Online Gaming 
(Online Gaming 
Sites)

Fantasy Sports
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BUSINESS GOALS

AND OBJECTIVE
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It is aptly said that �Setting goals is the �rst step in turning the invisible in to the visible;. 
Hence, we decided to de�ne our goal in business numbers right at the outset.

 To achieve 1% market share by value in 5 years from inception across the
 identi�ed Industries (Online and Of�ine Casinos, Sports Betting and
 Fantasy Sports)

  To drive LIGER as the currency of choice for the identi�ed Industries. LIGER
 will use the Blockchain Technology to create adequate content and
 utility through the LIGER crypto currency.
 
 To provide superior speed of transactions to both the User and Service
 Provider with an assurance of complete safety and transparency. To provide all the  
 stakeholders a hassle free and real time settlements.

AND MOST IMPORTANTLY
To bring the TRUST back between the Gamer and the Casino!

www.ligercoin.com



THE LIGER

ECOSYSTEM

11

LIGER USER

TIED UP MERCHANTS.
Offline Casinos.
Online Casinos.

and Online Fantasy Sports.

LIGER OWNED.
Offline Casinos.

Offline Leased Tables.
Online Casinos.

Online Fantasy Sports.

Payment.

Winnings.

Payment.

Winnings.

Smart Contract.

Cryptocurrency
Exchange

Sells
Collected

LIGER

Buys LIGER
for usage.

www.ligercoin.com

STAKING 

TOKEN
BURNING

PAYOUT TO
STAKE

HOLDERS

Casino
Winnings



KEY BUSINESS 

PROCESSES

12

We, at LIGER have always believed that �God lies in detailing�. We have a clear role and 
responsibility de�ned for each individual and department at LIGER to ensure that 
everyone is clear about their accountability.

We have laid down a detailed description of every business process to the last mile. We 
believe that each process needs to be de�ned clearly and be process driven rather than 
individual driven. This ensures that the work �ow is always seamless irrespective of 
�WHO� is running it.

Our key business processes are QMS (Quality Management System) certi�ed to 
facilitate excellence in execution and results. With each business transaction clearly 
de�ning the roles and responsibilities and how each department plays a role in each 
one of them, we, at LIGER leave no stone unturned to drive appropriately outline the 
SOPs.

www.ligercoin.com



MERCHANT TIE UPS

FOR ACCEPTANCE

OF LIGER

12.1

ANALYTICS TEAM

List handed to Acquisi�on
Team through LMS.

ONLINE CASINOS.

- Top 80% by Volume.
- All Casinos accep�ng
  Cryptocurrency.
- Top 10 by Growth.

OFFLINE CASINOS.

- Top 80% by Volume.
- All Casinos accep�ng
  Cryptocurrency.
- Top 50 by Traffic.

Acquisi�on Team.

Telecallers & Mailing Execu�ves

- Calls made & Mails sent.
- Hot leads generated.
- Appointments fixed
  with Field Team.

Field Sales Team.

- One to one mee�ngs.
- Terms of Trade agreed.
- EOI procured from
  Merchant.

- POS integra�on.
- Back-end integra�on.

TECHNICAL TEAM.

FANTASY SPORTS WEBSITES.

- Top 80% by Volume.
- Top 10 by Growth.
- Top 30 by Traffic.

ONLINE & OFFLINE
GAMING

LEGAL TEAM.

- Checks Merchant
  creden�als.
- Finalizes MOU.

- Finalizes es�mates.
- Finalizes margins.

FINANCE TEAM.

GO LIVE www.ligercoin.com



LAUNCH OF LIGER

ONLINE CASINO

& FANTASY SPORTS

WEBSITES

12.2

ANALYTICS TEAM

ADVISORY TEAM.

- Top Casino owners &
  Players.
- Reviews Game list.

- Checks Legality by
  loca�on.
- Eliminates geographies
  /games.

LEGAL TEAM.

CASINO GAMES.
- Games with highest Value
  contribu�on.
- Top 20 Card Games.
- Games with highest
  number of players.

FANTASY SPORTS.

- Top sports on number
  of players.
- Top games on Avg spends.
- Top Tournaments by value.

MARKETING TEAM.
- Iden�fies avoidable
  geographies.
- Prepare list of games
  by Geography.

LIST OF
SHORT‐LISTED

GAMES.

FINAL LIST
OF GAMES.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM.

- Develops Games on
  Blockchain.
- Builds SMARTCONTRACT
  at the Backend.
- Performs UAT.

- Builds reserves based
  on UAT results.
- Plans LIGER User
  incen�ves.
- Approves all spends.

FINANCE TEAM.MARKETING TEAM.

- Ties up with Ad
  Agencies / SEOs.
- Develops Marke�ng
  Campaign.
- Designs BTL Ac�vi�es.

GO LIVE
www.ligercoin.com



LAUNCH OF

LIGER OFFLINE

CASINOS

12.3

LOCATION IDENTIFICATION.

- Compe��on. 
- Overall Industry.
- Percentage Growth In The
  Last Two Years. 
- Count Of Arbitra�on
  Cases (State Vs Casinos).
- Government Stability. 
- Instance Of Terror A�acks. 
- Stability  In Local Currency.
- Government’s Outlook On
  Cryptocurrencies.

GAME IDENTIFICATION.

ANALYTICS TEAM

PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION.

- Past Performance.
- Li�ga�on If Any.
- Reasons For Sale. 
- Available Games.
- Infrastructure Available. 
- Owners Rela�onship
  With Government. 
- Exis�ng So�ware. 
- Ease Of Access.

- Trend Analysis.
- Loca�on Preferences. 
- Government Stance On
  Specula�ve Games.
- Feedback from Casino
  Owners and Top Gamers.
- Win - Loss data.
- Customer Preference
  Analysis.

List handed to Acquisi�on
Team through LMS.

Acquisi�on Team.

Telecallers & Mailing Execu�ves

- Calls made & Mails sent.
- Hot leads generated.
- Appointments fixed
  with Field Team.

Field Sales Team.

- One to one mee�ngs.
- Terms of Trade agreed.
- EOI procured from
  Merchant.

OPERATIONS TEAM.

- Evalua�on Of Infrastructure. 
- Evalua�on Of Past Records. 
- Es�ma�on On New Infra
  Cost. 
- Reuse Of Exis�ng Infra
  Planning. 
- Assessment Of Waste
  Recovery .
- Renego�a�ons With
  Exis�ng Vendors And Revise
  Es�mates.  

HUMAN RESOURCES TEAMTECHNICAL TEAM.

- Evalua�on Of Exis�ng
  Hardware. 
- Evalua�on Of Exis�ng
  So�ware. 
- Es�ma�on Of Cost Of
  Procurement. 
- Effort Es�ma�on.

- Assessment Of Exis�ng
  Policies 
- Assessment Of Manpower
  Reten�on
- Working Out Exit Model
  For Extra Manpower 
- Skill Assessment And
  Cost Of Training 

GO LIVE

Finance Team ‐ Approves.     Marke�ng Team - Launches Campaign.|
Ops Team ‐ Infra readiness.     HR Team - Recruitment & Training.|
Legal Team ‐ MOU Signing.      Development Team - Develops the |
Games.

www.ligercoin.com



THE FEED

FORWARD TEAM

13

Continuous re�nement of the search tools and SEO tie ups LIGER seeks a regular 
feedback mechanism and will dedicate itself to being a solution dictated by the User 
needs rather than a Service Provider convenience.

A dedicated team of LIGER executives will constantly seek, speak and report the 
feedback from the identi�ed Industry merchants as well as the users to stay young, 
relevant and user friendly to the calls of the market.

www.ligercoin.com



PROMOTION

& MARKETING

STRATEGIES

14

Inception of any great idea, technology or business is at a high risk of failure if not 
packaged and marketed strategically. The world in general still considers 
cryptocurrencies taking toddler steps, hence awareness is the only way out for 
everyone out there at any corner of this planet to understand, adapt and bene�t from 
this phenomenal invention in the economic foray of global economy.

Social Media Marketing
We at LIGER are determined to leave no stone unturned in exploring every possible 
medium to promote our platform rightfully so leveraging our expertise and 
partnerships with the best of best from the advertisement industry. Social media being 
the most crucial and valued medium in relevant times, we aim to fetch content based
services for Google Ad World, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat and several �A� 
listed market places across the internet.

Articles & Blogs
Professional writing and creation of well explanatory blogs and articles for media 
publications and social media in general and getting them the right value read is what 
we look forward to achieve. All media posts and articles to be published in large BTC 
news sites, Casino magazines and ATL promotion on TV (for Fantasy Sports website 
only)with translations in majority of international languages.

Video Promotions
Visually aesthetic and product relevant video content to be released on recurring basis 
to grab maximum number of eyeballs and turn them to potential customers.

Merchant tie - ups
Great merchant tie � ups acquired through our team of expert Acquisition Specialists 
will be backed by aggressive marketing content. The campaign will be aimed at driving 
the traf�c to the LIGER website and subsequently to the tied - up Service Providers�
websites / physical locations. The promotional campaign will be directed towards the 
users of such services.

www.ligercoin.com



ROADMAP

WITH

MILESTONES

15

www.ligercoin.com

Feb 2019- May 2019

Liger's Online Sports
Betting & Offline
Casino Launch.

Aug 2018

Exchange
Registration

Sept 2018- Dec 2018

Token Staking/
Liger's Online Casino/

Fantasy Sports 
website Launch

Apr 2018 - Aug 2018

Pre ICO & ICO 

Mar 2018

Token Get as
Technology Partners/
ICO Marketing & Pvt

Placement starts

Jul 2017- Jan 2018

Business Idea,
Core Team & Research

Feb 2018- Mar 2018

Company Regn & 
Gaming License/ ENS
as Legal Partners/ GT

as Auditors.



IMPORTANT

DATES

16

01 PRIVATE SALE
th18  March, 2018

-
th15  April, 2018

02

03

PRE ICO
th18  April, 2018

-
th16  June, 2018

ICO
th17  June, 2018

-
st01  August, 2018

4
0

%
 B

O
N

U
S

* Join early to get a higher bonus.

www.ligercoin.com

ICO Week - 01
25% Bonus*
ICO Week - 02
15% Bonus*
ICO Week - 03
10% Bonus*



THE ICO

TOKEN MODEL

17

Depending upon the response to our own Casino business and business requirements 
towards acquiring new Of�ine Casinos, we might come up with another Coin offering 
to raise funds towards the same at after running the initial business successfully. The 
provisions for the same will be shared separately if and when required.

Total Tokens
2.7 Billion

Hard Cap
41 Million �

Soft Cap
4 Million �

ICO
75%

Management 
15%

Bounty 
05%

Advisory Board 
05%

TOKEN PRICE: 0.025 � 

www.ligercoin.com



FUND ALLOCATION

FROM THE ICO

18

Online Casino
(� 2M)

Expense 
Allocation

www.ligercoin.com

Expense Allocation Amount in�M
Online Casino
Online Fantasy Sports
Online Live Sports Betting

Part Leased Of�ine Casino
New Of�ine Casino Acquisition

Af�liate Deposits
Other Expenses 
Reserves 
Total costs 

2
1
1

6

5

2

7
10

1

Product Development - Blockchain Casinos
/Real Time Of�ine Gaming

Marketing & Promotions

6
41

Online Fantasy Sports
( M)� 1

Online Live 
Sports Betting ( M)� 1

Product Development -
Blockchain Casinos
/Real Time Of�ine Gaming
( M)� 6

Part Leased 
Of�ine Casino
( M)� 2

New Of�ine 
Casino Acquisition

( M)� 7

Marketing &
Promotions

( M)� 10

Af�liate 
Deposits

( M)� 5

Other
Expenses 

( M)� 1

Reserves ( M)� 6



THE LIGER TEAM

19

Francis Fitzpatrick  |  Founder & CEO

30+ Years of experience in the area of Sports Management, Media and International Law. Association with 
major global cooperates like Philip Morris, Disney, Fulham, Newcastle United, premiership Soccer 
Managers and iconic Sports Agents of Wayne Rooney. Co-creator of a successful Global Kids TV series and 
Brand, that won 7 Emmy Awards. Francis� experience and track record of signing multi-million Euro deals is 
an asset for the Liger�s business interest in the Fantasy Sports and Live Sports Betting areas.

Pratyush Bhartiya  |  Co-Founder

15+ years of experience in diverse areas of Payment solutions, Gaming and Poker sites, NBFC and Asset 
Management and setting up one of the largest Crypto Exchanges in India. Pratyush has a keen eye for 
emerging trends. He has founded successful companies like 1899 Gaming & Turf Sports (Gaming), Fiddo 
(India�s �rst credit wallet and online loaning NBFC), Verve (Technology solution provider, animation and 
gaming), BITFORT (one of the largest Crypto Exchanges in India). Pratyush�s leadership skills, and deep 
understanding of the Gaming and Blockchain Industry drives Liger�s Business integration.

Christopher Moore   |  Co-Founder

With more than 45 years on �eld, Chris has envious experience in the world of gaming and casino industry. 
He has served as a Director of Casino Training at British Gaming Academy in Leicester Square, London 
securing hundreds of trainees jobs in United States of America. He held the esteemed position of Director 
Of Development for more than a decade in various organisations across the globe. Chris helmed Casino 
Partners in 2004 in the capacity of a CEO, A Swiss based consultancy company specializing in the set up of 
Casino projects all around the world. With his monumental experience in the casino and gaming industry, 
Chris is one of those legends who believe in leading the path by example.

www.ligercoin.com

Dave Carlson  |  Director 

Dave is a seasoned IT Analyst and has enjoyed more than a decade in information technology and business 
spectrums. He was a Senior Partner at J. Frank Partner Network and D. Carl Associates where he worked at 
Decision Making levels across all functional disciplines primarily for clients in the manufacturing and 
service sectors. 



www.ligercoin.com

Vladimir Nikitin  |  Advisor 

World-class professional in consulting with over ten years of experience in legal, �nance, retail, and IT 
industries. Renowned cryptocurrency expert and one of the most in�uential  ICO advisors with a follower 
base of 30000 plus ( Currently Top-2 worldwide ICObench Expert). Vladimir Nikitin is someone who 
understands the pulse of technological innovations in the world of blockchain and cryptocurrencies.

Ian Scarffe, Blockchain and Crypto Advisor, Ian is a serial entrepreneur, investor and consultant with 
business experience from around the world. As a leading entrepreneur, Ian is on a personal mission to 
develop a culture of entrepreneurship, helping startups achieve their full potential as well as helping to 
expand existing companies. A leading expert in Bitcoin, Blockchain and Crypto industries, Ian is at the very 
heart of revolutionizing the �nancing industry across the globe and currently consults and advises for a 
range of multi-million dollar companies.

Ian Scarffe  |  Advisor

Giorgi Topuria  |  Advisor

Giorgi possesses a Master's degree focused in corporate and commercial Law from Mastricht University. He 
has a demonstrated history of working in the legal services industry and is skilled in self-learning, 
communication, international business, and accounting.

Piyush Tiwari    |  Director & Head of Business Technolgy

A rewarding career with Harley Davidson and Fujitsu, Piyush has been into Technical and Business 
Consultancy since the past 4 years. He brings innovation and a keen Business acumen with a focus on 
�Process Orientation� to the table. As a Leader of the LIGER Business Technicals, Piyush�s eye for detail 
ensures that each loop is complete and the processes are �watertight�.



www.ligercoin.com

Nikolay has 20 years of experience in large-scale transaction projects. He has many awards and titles in the 
IT business.  Self-Made Russia award, Tech guru, Super TOP award etc. Founder and CEO of Private Business 
Club. His Holding received "Enterprise of the Year" award in the Kremlin. Has a business in various directions.

Nikolay Shkilev  |  Advisor

Sanket Agrawal  |  Advisor 
Sanket is a Digital Transformation Leader with 13+ years of technology experience and has played various 
key roles in de�ning strategies on Blockchain Technology and Digital transformation projects globally. He 
has spent over 7 years in USA working with Fortune 500 companies designing & architecting enterprise-
wide global transformation projects for companies like Oracle, Bank of New York, Biogen Idec, HNI, T-
Mobile, Verizon to name a few. He is actively working with global clients de�ning strategies for transforming 
businesses by utilizing next wave of technology in Blockchain, Arti�cial Intelligence, and Machine Learning 
Space.

Oron Barber  |  Advisor

Oron has 15 years-worth of experience in the online marketing sphere and is an expert in direct marketing 
and branding. He is highly focused on the cryptocurrency market and �n-tech industries. Possessing an 
avid interest in blockchain technology, Oron has consulted numerous such �rms and has been a partner in 
many successful projects. His thoughts on greater acceptance of cryptocurrencies for the gaming industry 
is in perfect sync with the LIGER business model.

Sanjay Sharma   |  Advisor

Sanjay is the Associate Director of the American College of Cardiology and possesses over 20 years of 
experience in project management. He has managed multi-million dollar master data management 
programs in recent years and has been responsible for their on time and on-budget delivery. 



RISK FACTORS
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As every business ever conceived, LIGER too has certain �Risk Factors�. We feel obliged to 
enumerate the same as for our associates.

Government Policies: LIGER is dedicated to the �Betting Industry� that is greatly 
in�uenced by the Government policies. Any unforeseen change in the Government 
policies such as a clampdown on Casinos in a country would adversely impact usage of 
LIGER.

Natural Calamities: LIGER will also be impacted adversely in the events of large scale 
natural calamities like earthquake, tsunami, etc. as both the physical locations where 
gaming is undertaken as well as the internet connectivity is adversely affected during 
such calamities impacting the infrastructure used for connectivity.

A Replica of LIGER: Though LIGER seeks to build differentiated marketing strategies 
that are dif�cult to replicate, yet in the event of a replica getting created in the Online or 
Of�ine space, the business will get impacted adversely.

Self � Righteous Groups: The Internet has seen a surge in self-righteous groups that 
take it upon themselves to propagate abstinence from and Gaming. Their success in 
in�uencing the users might see a reduction in traf�c to the businesses that LIGER 
seeks to build its acceptance upon leading to a fall in the market size.

www.ligercoin.com



CAUTION
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The Authors of this Whitepaper have tried understanding the entire gamut of 
regulations and best practices of the Industry at the time of contributing to this 
Whitepaper.

At the outset, we declare that the Whitepaper is not intended to be a prospectus or 
offer document of any sort. The White paper is not constituted to seek investment nor is 
it directed at offering any securities under any jurisdiction.

Monitoring and Approval
A copy of the Whitepaper has already been provided to the pertinent Monitory 
Authorities though it is not required to under any jurisdiction at this point of time to 
seek any approval or registration.

Please note that there is no process of seeking any approval either express or tacit 
through the Monitory Authorities in order to serve the same as a Regulator 
authentication to the merits or demerits of the Business processes of LIGER. The Crypto 
tokens are neither approved nor disapproved by any regulatory body under any 
jurisdiction.

Risk Factors
We sincerely recommend the prospective buyers of LIGER to go through each tenet of 
the detailed Risk Factors as mentioned under the header to be able to ascertain the 
associated risk. We also urge you to consult your ICO Advisors, Investment Advisors, 
Lawyers, Technical Advisors and other Financial Institutions in case you have any 
doubts regarding the contents of the Whitepaper.

www.ligercoin.com



DISCLAIMER
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The LIGER platform expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever in respect to any 
Forward-Looking Statement made in this Whitepaper and also expressly disclaims any 
obligation or undertaking to disseminate or seek approval for any modi�cation with 
respect to the contents of the Forward-Looking Statements in the contents as in this 
Whitepaper since the LIGER team will revise and modify the business strategies as per 
the need of the hour as arising out of the altered business environment as approved by 
the Board.

The LIGER team however will be undertaking any such change in strategy in lines with 
the existing law and regulation pertaining at that point of time if any such alterations 
are to be undertaken.

LIGER Tokens
By agreeing to the swap of ETH & BTC with LIGER Tokens, the participant expressly 
agrees to be a part of the LIGER community.

We, at LIGER, believe that the participant has already undertaken the necessary 
documentation while procuring ETH / BTC. All exchange to LIGER Tokens from ETH is 
non-refundable in nature. LIGER is not liable to refund the ETH present at the point of 
exchange to LIGER Tokens for any reason or be compensated otherwise in the event of 
unused LIGER Tokens for any given reason. Any dispute arising out of the Token Sales or 
future transactions with regard to the LIGER Platform will be subject to decisions of 
relevant Legal Authorities. The LIGER management will look at each issue in an 
objective light and avail the services of renowned 3rd party auditors for process and 
outcome monitoring to ensure a fair and transparent execution.

www.ligercoin.com



FORWARD

LOOKING

STATEMENTS
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We also seek to clarify the existence of certain Forward � Looking Statements in the 
Whitepaper in the following respects:-

Pre - launch Plans

� The �nancial and technical viability of LIGER

� Detailed plans and objectives of LIGER

� The effect and impact of the Government policies upon the business of LIGER in 
 the various geographical areas

Launch

� The expected dates of launch, and roll out dates of various products & services and 
 technologies as earmarked by LIGER

Future Projections

� Negative impacts of new developments on Blockchain technology environment in 
 the days to come

� Market research led extrapolation of market size, trends and geopolitical  
 expectations regarding the Industries whom LIGER offers the utility to Growth in 
 terms of usage, signups and viability of LIGER in the various  Crypto - currency 
 exchanges

Forward Looking Statements are sometimes, but not always identi�ed by their usage 
of the terms such as �will�, �should�, �anticipates�, �may�, �might�, �aims�, �plans�, 
�targets�, �believes�, �could�, �should�, �would�, etc.

Predictive and Speculative Statements

By nature, the Forward � Looking Statements are predictive and speculative, bearing 
no certainty as the outcome is a fact or of a plethora of related factors falling in lines with 
the expectations and accuracy of research and analysis. The actual factors that cannot 
be accurately predicted, despite all attempts to analyze the available data of the day 
while the analytics, are performed through the best of tools available.

www.ligercoin.com



 These changes can signi�cantly affect the �nal outcome of the business efforts and 
hence are not sacrosanct. The dynamic environment of the cryptocurrencies and 
advent of newer technologies on the Blockchain platform can signi�cantly alter the 
course of the outcome.

Signi�cant changes in the customer behavior, government clamp down in the 
Gaming Industry might cause ripples to the business plans and predictions and force 
the LIGER Platform to take a route that might not be mentioned in the scope of the 
Whitepaper.

All subsequent Forward - Looking Statements expressed by the LIGER Team or any of 
its representatives are henceforth quali�ed by this cautionary note.

Cryptocurrencies are a new Asset Class. Please read with caution while investing.
Certain numbers have been considered while planning the LIGER Business model. The 
Business model is prepared after a trend analysis from current numbers. The outcome 
will be dependent upon the accuracy of such extrapolation.

www.ligercoin.com



DIVERSITY

STATEMENT
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Value, empowerment and inclusion are the core to LIGER philosophy. We �rmly believe 
that these are the components to ensure a �positive contribution� from our internal and 
external partners and stake-holders.

We strongly recognize that the uniqueness of experience, perspective and point of 
views of the entire value chain of our contributors is the key to drive the LIGER value 
chain. We strive sincerely to foster an environment of trust and openness that 
incubates a pride in the entire LIGER network through the tenets mentioned for our 
stakeholders and contributors to instill a sense of �ownership� amongst the participants 
internal and external.

Our principle of diversity and openness focuses upon the inculcation of the characters 
and culture to drive:

Culture at LIGER

� Equal opportunities for all genders.

� Inclusive Leadership and Management irrespective of culture, ethnicity, gender 
 and sexual orientation.

� Deep rooted meritocracy.

� No nepotism.

� Creating an open work environment to drive free thinking and innovation.

� Open of�ces and sharing of ideas without any prejudice.

Business at LIGER

� Understanding and engaging with all stakeholders � internal and external to foster 
 a bond and encourage iteration and ideation.

� Embracing the best practices across Industries and derive the SOP without pre - 
 de�ned notions.

� Staying updated in terms of implementation of technology to stay ahead of
 the times.
Each of the diversity and inclusive objectives is to be reviewed annually to stay pertinent 
and aligned to the overall business objectives with the stakeholders� interests coming 
before any organizational interests.

www.ligercoin.com


